
P.3B Unit 2 Revision Worksheet (Prepositions) 

A. Tom wants to go to Kelly’s home but he is lost. Complete the 

conversation with the correct words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kelly : Tom, where are you?  

Tom : I don’t know. I can see a book shop. There is a toy shop  

___________ the book shop and a clothes shop. I can see a 

hotel too. There is a tree _______________ the hotel. There 

is a cafe. It is _______________ the hotel. There is a gift 

shop ___________________ . There is a big cinema  

___________________ .  

Kelly : Hmm … I know where you are. There is a bus stop 

_______________ the book shop. Take bus number 23A … 

 

 

 

 

between next to  in front of behind  on my left  on my right 

Tom 



B. Piggy Pig is telling her mother about a photo of her school’s Sports Day. 

Complete what she says. 
 

 

 

Piggy : This is a photo of my Sports Day. Can you see me? I’m in 

the middle. Amy is _________________ . She’s my best 

friend. Fred is _________________ . He’s naughty. He’s 

playing a trick on May. May is _________________ Fred. 

She’s shy. Rick is _________________ May. He’s the 

monitor. Lily is _________________ me. She is 

_________________ Bob and Sam. She’s playing with  

  Sam. Bob likes eating all the time.  

Mother : Your friends are cute! 

 

 

 

 

between  next to  in front of   behind  on my left  on my right 

Piggy Amy Fred 

May Rick 

Lily 

Sam Bob 



C. Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 

 

 Blackboard  

   

Peter Paul  Mary 

Jim Me Tim 

Tommy Sunny Candy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

between  next to  in front of   behind  on my left  on my right 

 

This is the seating plan of my class. I sit _________________ Jim 

and Tim. Jim sits _________________ . Tim sits 

_________________ .Tim sits _________________ Candy. 

Candy sits _________________ Sunny. Tommy sits 

_________________ Jim. Paul sits _________________ me. 

Paul sits _________________ Peter and Mary. I love my 

classmates! 


